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The counts of Champagne in the twelfth century, along with their occasional regent Marie de 

Champagne, created one of the most splendid, successful, and well known of European courts in the 

Middle Ages. Professor John Benton consecrated much of his career to its culture, for thirty years 

gathering together the charters that its counts issued between the years 1152 and 1197. Until the day 

before his sudden death in 1988, as an obituary from his home university the California Institute of 

Technology describes, he was still collecting charters (specifically, in that case, photographs, gathered 

by Elizabeth A. R. Brown, of twelfth-century charters that had somehow made their way from 

Champagne to Leningrad). At the time of his death, Benton considered his project nearly complete, as 

Michel Bur explains in what can only be described as, for a charter collection, an unusually moving 

introduction. Bur inherited Benton’s notes, and published a handful of copies of a »pre-edition« of the 

texts. The project then languished for a decade until a colloquium at Troyes when Xavier de La Selle, 

director of the Archives départementales de l’Aube and one of the primary collaborators on this edition, 

offered to collate Benton’s transcriptions with over 100 original documents to which de La Selle had 

immediate access. Other archivists, upon being contacted by Bur, provided similar assistance. The 

result of this unique collaborative process, one that literally spans generations, is this extraordinary 

book – a collection of 539 charters from the tenure of Henry the Liberal (1152–1181), 501 of which 

were originally assembled by Benton, and 209 of which are based on original copies. The publication 

of a second volume, containing an index, appendices, and additional supplementary materials, will 

make the volume more accessible to researchers interested in the minutiae and nuances of 

Champenois life, but already the materials collected here are essential reading for anyone concerned 

with the broader questions of French social and legal history.

Champagne was, of course, one of the best-governed and best-documented counties in all medieval 

France. Henry the Liberal, who preferred to style himself »Count of Troyes«, rather than »of 

Champagne«, was perhaps the primary mover behind its growth, as the abundance of documentary 

evidence gathered here sufficiently demonstrates. A collection of his charters by itself is, therefore, an 

important chapter in diplomatic history. One readily sees, for example, the growing bureaucratization 

of Henry’s world illustrated through the increasing simplification and professionalization of legal 

language used by his scribes and notaries. Henry was also one of the more dominant and colorful 

political figures of his age, as, again, this collection illustrates. It opens (no. 3) with a young heir to the 
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county, just returned from the Second Crusade, confirming an abbey in its possessions at the request 

of St. Bernard of Clairvaux, and it ends 30 years and 500 documents later (nos. 524–526), with an old 

count describing his experiences praying as a pilgrim in the Holy Land. Champagne, of course, is 

today as closely associated with feudal government as it is with chivalry and courtly love, and the 

charters here should help clarify precisely how Henry and his heirs managed to turn their lands into a 

centralized collection of fiefs. The fast moving »market in fiefs« that Theodore Evergates has 

described in his research on the aristocracy in Champagne was, in Henry the Liberal’s time, still in the 

early stages of its development. But the foundations and complexities of that market are readily 

apparent in these documents. The workings of banal lordship also find here tangible expression, with 

Count Henry asserting his presence and authority through the regulation and taxation of mills, 

fishponds, kilns, ovens, tollgates, and carefully managed markets.

With the publication of the index, it will be possible to reconstruct with much greater specificity the 

comital household and Henry’s entourage and thus flesh out the narrative of Champagne’s history. In 

the meantime, this volume makes accessible other, grander narratives told through the exchange of 

properties and the recognition of particular liberties. One sees, for example, the increasing influence 

and clout of communes in later charters that seek to define communal rights and the relations and 

tensions between urban liberties and lordly obligations (in particular, no. 507). But perhaps the most 

striking lesson, told continuously throughout the volume, is the increasingly prominent places that 

written documents occupied in the lay imagination. Subjects embraced Henry’s legal worldview and 

enthusiastically sought out its products – believing these charters to be, much as their seemingly 

hackneyed preambles claim, a bulwark against the brief life of man and the fallible memory that made 

traditional oaths so unreliable. For researchers interested in questions of literacy or the law of the fief 

or of the growth of twelfth-century government more generally, this volume will prove an invaluable 

resource.

The standards of presentation, as one would expect for a collection to which so many scholars have 

devoted so much attention, are uniformly high. Each charter is, of course, approximately dated, 

followed by a brief summary of its contents. All of the surviving manuscript copies (including those 

made by seventeenth- and eighteenth-century antiquarians) are cited and briefly described, with the 

existence of seals noted where appropriate. Where there is no known original copy, Bur and his 

collaborators have made careful mention of textual variations among the copies.

This volume does not make clear whether the second half of Benton’s project, the charters of Henry II 

and Marie de Champagne through 1197, will receive a similar treatment. Such material would be of 

great interest to researchers and a welcome addition to research libraries. A major goal of Benton in 

assembling these documents was to try to discover evidence of the literary context that made 

Champagne famous – a goal in which he was, Bur says in his introduction, badly disappointed. In a 

larger sense, though, the intricate and even beautiful literary and legal world apparent in this charter 

collection offers by itself evidence for why those courtly sensibilities flourished where and when they 

did.
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